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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Family Weekend closes with a bang
Doobie Brothers
electrify crowd
in Lantz Gym
By CHUCK BURKE
Staff writer

CHET PIOTROWSKI, JR.\Photo editor
Doobie Brothers bass guitarist Dale Ockerman jams during the first of two concerts in Lantz Gymnasium Saturday night.

Parents, students enjoy weekend festivities
By JOSK HARBECK
Staff editor

the University Board brought in the
Doobie Brothers.
John Vargas, father of Eastern student
Parents and family members visiting · Jenny Vargas, said he enjoyed the concert
Eastern for the weekend were kept b.usy and the other weekend events.
..Especially at night when you have the
with .a multitude of family-oriented
events.
concert and the band and stuff - we do
Eastern sponsored everything from that and we go to the (Martin Luther
bu.ffet dinners to video buttons as a part King Jr. University Union)," he said. "We
of Family Weekend, and the events were like a lot of the stuff with the food.;. it's
popular among the visiting families.
fantastic."
The Family Weekend concert, one of · Many families come down for the
the main draws· of the weekend, is weekend, and that means profit for local
generally an act students and parents can hotels.
both enjoy. This year was no exception as
Rocky Patel, front desk manager for

the Charleston EconoLodge, said his
hotel did plenty of business this weekend.
"We were sold out both nights," he
said. "We have 52 units."
Vargas said one of the few drawbacks
to the weekend was the lack of available
space at nearby hotels.
"We only live two hours away, but I
lqiow some people who are staying at far
away hotels," lie said.
Jennifer Niemeyer said her family has
visited Eastern during Family Weekend
the past three years and have had plenty
of things to do while in town.
See FAMILY page 2

Graying beards. Tight Jeans. ·Silverstudded belts. Tucked-in black T-shirts
with the sleeves cut off. Leather.
One of the last bastions of '70s glam
rock, the Doobie Brothers Saturday
night-held at their whim a crowd of
Eastern students and their families in
Lantz Gymnasium.
"It's nice to ·be back"in college,"
guitarist Pat Simmons told the cheering,
near-capacity crowd. "We're now road
scholars."
The Doc;>bies, the main act of
Eastern 's Family Weekend, mixed in a
few new songs with assorted c1assics
from the '70s and 'SOs. The banoburst
out in riotous, guitar-heavy fashion en
route to an up-tempo two-hour set.
They kicked off with the familiar
"Rockiri' .Down the Hig..way" and the
crowd-pleasing "Jesus is Just Alright
With Me" before indulging in a string of
lesser-known singles peppered with
some new material.
Abound with showmanship, the
Doobie Brothers' stage presence was
formulaic and choreographed.
The guitarists uniformly lined up
alongside one another in front, and the
two drum kits sat next to each other in
back. Then, while one Doobie would
maniacally solo up front, tire otlier
guitarists would run around or jam in a
circle or move their guitar necks up and
down like they were Kiss playing a
concert with no makeup.
MusiCally, the Doobies had.a number
of strong poiQts.
Few bands use two drummers, but
Mike Hossack and Keith Knudsen
combined percussion menacingly,
providing a firm backbone to the Doobie
Brothers' big classic rock sound.
The band's three guitarists, Sinimons,
Tom Johnston and John McFee,
complemented each other with expertise
while the lead vocal trade-off of
Simmons and Johnston created an
See DOOBIE page 2

Crime one of the top issues in this year's presidential race
By JESSICA BAKER
Administration editor

I
,

The nation's crime rate may have
decreased slightly since 1993, but
the candidates still are making it one
-Of the top issues of the presidential
etection.
Presidential candidates Bill
Clinton, Bob Dole and Ross Perot
all say -tfiey believe in making
stronger laws against convicted
violent criminals and prosecuting
teenagers who commit violent

crimes as adults.
Each candidate fayors "tnith in
sentencing," which requires violent
criminals to serve full sentences
with no chance of parole.

''The c;urrent policy of truth in
sentencing is a good policy because
it is wrong for violent criminals to
get out on parole before they
complete their prison sentence,"
Clinton said in the USA Today web
site. 'The sentence given to a rapist
or murderer should be the sentence
they serve. Serious criminals should
know that they will be held
responsible for the crimes they
connnit"
Dole said the best prevention
progryul1 for. ~minals- is a prison

cell.

"Someone sitting 'behind bars
can't terrorize a single law-abiding
citizen," Dole said. 'That's why a
20-year sentence should n,ot mean
five years imprisonment And why
should we favor ~y parole for any
murderer. when there can never be
parole for a murder victitn?"
When violent criminals are
convicted and sentenced to prison,
they should not be released early,
Perot said on the USA Today web
site.

The candidates also ha~ similar
views on the policy "three strikes
and you're out," which will allow
life imprisonment for a person
convicted of three violent crimes.
The U.S. Department of Justice
reported that the violent and
property crimes fell about- 3 'percent
from 1993 to 1994, and during 1994
~re were n~y l l million violent
crimes fu the United States.
In May 1996, Dole called to end
parole for people convicted_of
~e CRIME page 2
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&then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.

+ HAIL TO THE CHIEF

..

Chris Boyster, a senior
journalism/political science
major, has been appointed by
•:Ale State of Illinois to be part
,. >.
~~e, Clinton/Gore campaign
~,Stu<lent Advocate Steering
Committee. Boyster was recommended by the ·Illinois
Democratic Party for his political involvement within the
party.
Only one of 10 students chosen for the committee in
Illinois, Boyster will work to
organize student support for
n. the Clintonl~ campaign.
1snQ'!!Jteils1:'ali• ~~ :w:\Wtft..oo

behalf of the President;"
Boyster said. "Students are key
constituency and I promise to
give 150 percent to help make
that bridge to the 21 st
Century."
Previously, Boyster has
worked as a White House
intern, and currently, he is presidept of Eastern's chapter of
The College Democrats.

+ON THE ROAD
Cultivating Creativity:
Young Peonle's Art from Area
~l\00~" ~mk" arfexrubif ·

•bif·area 1Ctu:;:ot 1Ndenur mes:~
won an Award of Excellence
from the Illinois Museum
Association. The exhibit has
been traveling through East
Central Illinois for the past

year.
The exhibit was shown in 13
communities and traveled more
than 1,000 miles, but never further than 50 miles from
Eastern. Students from 20 area
schools were featured in the
exhibit. According to a press
release, an estimated 32.000
people viewed the exhibit.
•· , ~It is -rather amazing .to think
. that the•CUltivatiog ·Creativity
Exhibition was seen by more
people than are served by all
other Tarble programs combined in a year's ti~e," said
Tarble Arts Center Director
Michael Watts in a press

release.
· The show was organized by
the Tarble Arts Center and
sponsored by Consolidated
Communications.

+ HELPING OUT
The Writing Center is helping students who are planning
to take the Nov. 9 Writing
Competency Exam by offering
two workshops.
Workshops will be offered
from 6 to 8 p.m. Nov. 5 in
Room 310 of Coleman Hall
and from 2 to 4 p.m. Nov. 8 in
Room 205 of Coleman Hall.
Students can sign up by
stopping at the Writing Center,
Room 301 of Coleman Hall, or
by calling 581-5929.

+ TAKING PART
Eastern's
chapter
of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
will be taking part in the North
American Food Drive on Nov.

2.
The fraternity's canned food
drive will begin at 5 -p.m.
October 30 at the Lambda Chi
Alpha house, 1020 Greek
Court. Donation bags will be

ptacoo''itblaiRl 1 tfi~ t!o'irirh'«fn1r
and~iarn'PlJll. ·~ ·meinbetf' or .... ,.
Lambda Chi Alpha will collect
the food bags and bring them
to the Charleston food pantry
onNov.4.
Eastem's chapter is one of
220 Lambda Chi Alpha chapters participating in the philanthropic effort throughout the
United States and Canada,
according to a press release.
Last year's event raised
550,000 pounds of food natjonwide, and this year's goal is to
raise 600,000 pounds of food.

+ JUST A'REMINDER
Anyone interested in. submitting infonnation for & Then
Some should write or call Katie
Vana at The Daily Easte,rn
News, 581-2812, or e-mail her
at cukav@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.

- Katie Vana is the managing editor and a
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

violent crimes and life sentences for child pornographers ate Crime. Dole said, according to the CNN Tune web
site, if elected, be would appoint judges "who respect the
after three convictions.
According to his home page, Perot said the govern- rule of the law, who understand that society is not to
ment should mandate life sentences without parole to blame for crime, criminals are; judges who protect the
persons convicted of three violent crimes, no matter rights of crime Victims, not invent ever newer and more
expansive 'rights' for criminal defendants."
what age those criminals are.
-Dole believes Clinton has appointed ''liberal" judges
In September of 1994, Clinton signed his $30 billion
crime bill into law, which provided life imprisonment for who are soft on crime and are "dismantling those guard
a person convicted of three violent crimes. The crime rails that protect society from the predatory, the violent,
bill also gives money for states to build more prisons, the anti-social elements in our midst"
with more of the money going to states that adopt "truth
In order to help reduce violence with young people,
in sentencing" laws, according to the CNN Ttrne web especially in schools, Clinton encouraged schools to
site.
consider adopting school uniform policies to help reduce
The crime bill, which was backed mostly by congres- violence while promoting discipline and respect. Clinton
sional Democrats, authorized grants for 100,000 new also signed a Safe and Drug-Free Schools Act which is
police officers, the ban of 19 types of assault weapons .to reduce violence and drug abuse in schools by investand authorized the death penalty for dozens of federal ing in school security, drug prevention programs and
crimes. The crime bill also expanded the use of the death counseling.
penalty to include terrorism, large-scale drug ttafficking
Along with Clinton's campaign to reduce viole~
and the murder of federal law enfon:ernent officers.
with young people, both Dole and Perot think there
As of May 1996, funding for 43,000 new street police should be stricter laws concerning juveniles Who have
officers was approved. The Washington Post repOrted on committed serious crimes. All of the candi_dates think
May 19, ~ 17,000 new police officers were actually on juveniles who commit serious crimes should be senthe streets as a result of the 1994 Crime Bill, according tenced as adults.
Dole supports mandatory sentencing as adults for
to the CNN Time web site.
When the Republicans took control of Congress in juveniles who commit violent crimes, but be opposes
1995, they began to rewrite much of Clinton's anti-crime automatically releasing violent juvenile criminals on
legisWi.on. High among the Republicans' priorities were their 18th or 20th birthday. He also believes in preservreplacing preven_tion programs with block grants, ing criminal records of violent juveniles so courts may
restricting prisoners' rights to appeal death sen~ ,an~. review .bmt.tttthitfuture11t.1 1
repealing the assault weapons ban. Dole said be~·
IThe:~o:a~'i of)eiiildreq. agtS: .i10rtrul7 ~dmtd-af
Clinton's crime bill because it had too much social violent crimes doubled between 1983 and· 1992 anti
spending.
could double again by 2010, according to the Justice
Dole believes that crime is not the result of poor eco- Department on the CNN Tune web site.
nomic and social conditions, and be doesn't think that
Perot said, according to his home page, ''If you can't
training, education and better paying jobs would allevi- do the time, don't commit the crime."

DOOBIES f r o m p a g e l - - - - - - - effective diversity.
Coercing the crowd from -its
seats, the Doobie Brothers culminated their set with a sequence of
their best live songs including
"Blackwater," "China Grove,"
"Takin' it to the Streets" and
"Listen to the Music."
On the strength of 25 years of
experienoo, the Drobies.worted the,,.
family crowd well, almost manipulating the people into clapping their
hands and singing along.
The Family Weekend concert did
have its moment of irony.
Probably for the first time in
Lantz Gymnasium history, its
bleachers were filled with parents
and students chanting "Doobies !

Doobies!"
"I think we need to rock 'n' roll a
little bit - am I right?" Johnston
asked the crowd during the band's
encore.
Most live bands today would get
laughed at if they talked like that
between songs. But somehow, the
Doobies made it work.
A:It ~we&o ,fun and entertaining,"
said Sissy Volkman, a soph~more
elementary education major. "It was
f~y-oriented"

Mike Norris, a sophomore
accounting major, said, "They did
the little things ·- the clapping over
the head. It was a good show."
Some parents saw room for
improvement

"It wasn't as good as the Beach
Boys from last year," said Jim
Duggan, father of Bob Duggan, a
sophomore speech communication
major. ''They only played four or
five of their originals."
"The acoustics could've been
better," parent Barbara Duggan

noted. ~ - '/': ...>.!,11":<1 ' " .. 'M;81re'd
The LJ900Ie nrothei'S ·pe ·~
two shows at about 6 and 9 p.m.,
using the same set list for each.
With the help of backup musicians,
the band wove several different
instruments - a bass guitar complete
with flashing red lights, a clarinet,
keyboards, a saxophone, a hannonica. congas and McFee's electric fiddle into its live sound.

FAMILY frompagel - - - - - - - - - - - -

"We've done a lot of different
things in the past," she said
Her family has done many
things while in Charleston including going to the stores on the
square, going out to eat and going
to the football games.
Vargas said shopping downtown
is also part of the plan while he visits his daughter.
"When I come with my wife, we
tend to do shopping around town."
he said. "We'll park downtown and
go to some of the shops, but a lot
of it is dealing ~th the university."

Vargas also said the Eastem's
Family Weekend guide helped plan
out the events for the weekend.
"We like the guide that's put out
by the university with all of the
activities," he said. "Vie get that
about three or four weeks before,
and then we start planning out what
we're going to
Mitsy Niemeyer, mother of
Jennifer Niemeyer, said the trainers
had their own event planned, along
with the Eastern-sponsored events.
''The trainers have a big activity
afterwards and a dinner so we're

fio·

going to thai too," she said.
Eastern athletic events were popular weekend entertainment events
for families.
Both sides of O'Briee Stadium
were full of fans, as the crowds
numbered 10,1J3 after averaging
7 ,200 the previous two home
games. Stadiwn capacity is 10,500.
Both women's soccer games
were also well attended.
Saturday's 11 a.m. game drew
142 people, a season high, and
Sunday's 1 p.m. game drew 140
people. ·

~··The . Dally Eastern News
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Homecoming provides excitement
·Pep rally included in this week's activities
!I. DEANA POOLE
Slliff writer

' ' Each organization must come up
with different cheers and and
must cheer for five minutes."

''Legends of the Silver Screen," this year's
Homecoming theme, sets the stage for various
events for students and alumni.
To start off the events, elections for hometoming icing, queen and freshmen attendants
will be held from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today.
There are 16 candidates for king, 21 candidates for queen and 14 fl!ale and 18 female
freshmen attendant candidates.
Votes can be cast in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union walkway or in Coleman
Hall.
Homecoming king and queen coronation will
be held at 7:30 p.m. tonight in McAfee
Gymnasium.
• The Spirit Yell Contest will be from 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m. on Tuesday in the South Quad.
"Each organization must come up with different cheers and must cheer for five minutes,"
said Melissa Girten, homecoming committee
representative.
The first cheer must be an Eastern cheer and
the second must be a cheer for their organization, she said.
• On 'Wednesday the fun5gruit~1ftelirinului_
'l....a...
f.t QA •A&:- .."""lid1dn'"'"8.nl·,~...-..n:
•wl-W'l.t>lj:: "cmi otwy> !:""'.....,
, u.o'"'"'"r'IU''· un
'WedfJt>sdlty in ifie South Quad.
"These are the type of games you would play
at a picnic," said Christina G~lmore, graduate
advisor to the Homecoming committee.
Students work in teams to acquire the most
points and advance to.the finals, she said.
• The pep rally and bonfire will be held from
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. ·on Thursday in the Lawson
and Taylor Hall tennis ·courts.
Football Coach Bob Spoo will give a motivational speech to students at the pep rally.
The Pink Panthers will also provide entertainment at the rally.
• The finals for the fun games will begin at 4
p.m. Friday in the South Quad.
• The annual homecomill* garade will begi!l

- Melissa Girten
homecoming committee
representative

Other homecoming events include:
• The public opening of the 1996 Art Faculty
Exhibition will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday at the Tarble Arts Center.
Recent works by faculty and artists from
Eastern's art department will be exhibited.
• The homecoming play, "Fashion," will be
presented· at g p.m. Oct. 16-19 on the mainstage in the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Admission is $8 for adults, $6 for senior citizens, faculty and staff, and $3.50 for students.
Alumni events include:
• The Livingston C. Lord Induction Dinner,
by invitation only, will be held at ~:30 p.m.
F.ri di\v i Ti th1; · 1g·95 R_oori\ .Q-( the U aj ver~i tv
;I.Au:. "'.f)IT'in.!'!J;_ "· .. ! t ;!..'.J."11
c~L ;I• r' J.;ltl.;· ••• ~' • ,. .fr,
~
~
1
'!'>!~,p~, ..,..ii •P '•h<l
! '·
"
· ··
f
. . _t , l
NAOKO KOJl~fl ·twu>g'8pher I
_, fodudees lric1ude members of the Class o
1946 and graduates from former years who will
·~ lq ··rt lo !r.:t~d '
be on campus for homecoming.
·
Robin Beals of Toled (right), sell~ crafts to Bertha Lewis (middle) of
• Alumni Tent City will be held from 10 a.m.
Charleston while Caroly Fiti,patrick (left) of Charleston checks out
to 2 p.m. on Saturday in the tailgate area of the
cr~fts.
This evenl was held to raise the fimds for children organizaO'Brien Stadium.
tion.
Representatives from various departments
and groups will be present to talk with alumni.
"This is an opportunity to visit representatives from various colleges," said Shelly Flock,
By DAN KARNES
their start working for Second Oty."
coordinator of public information.
Staff
writer
Walker said Eastern has always
• An alumni awards dinner, which is by invihad
great
success
with
tation only, will be held at 6:30 p.m. on
A band of comedians from Homecoming acts in the past _She
Saturday in the 1895 Room of the University
Chicago ~ll be performing a vari- added it is a non-alcoholic altemaUnion.
ety of acts at Eastern for the first tive for Homecoming weekend.
"Award recipients for alumni will be hon. .qre.d.!~J Eklclu.aid. "
'•
iU !>
oJ<! ~ru •
w.iil
at .1
~·~itMR!l~MW~f\ft'l!Jll "!fH
~·w:,r.;, •'.r'•'· ' ·~ ~;AiJnowg. the awai!dS'-:.tOJ be~ed .&Tc:.th~. and -9:3Qtprmr Satmiday in itbc16r.ihd" they: don.'.t::.hw.oet Uleir: ~~ -pl;nmt!d
The parade route will run north to Charleston Distinguished Alumni award and the Ballroom of the Martin Luther out," Walker said. "It's really hard
Square to Seventh Street and will return south Outstanding Young Alumnus Award.
King, Jr. University Union.
'
to plan out an. act w~en a _lot of
to Old Main on Sixth Street.
• Alumni Association Board of Directors
Second City is a comedy busi- those acts are mtt:racuv~ with the
Dorothy Ives will be the parade marshal of Brunch will be held at 10 a.m. on Sunday at the ness that sends around five individ- audience and require audience parRamada Inn in Mattoon.
more than 100 float entries.
uals to travel around the country to ticipation."
• The homecoming football game begins at
Cost is $8.95 phis tax for the buffet. The do stand-up comedy, musiCal comeTickets are on sal~ toda~ in the
1:30 p.m. on Saturday where Eastern'~ Panthers Alumni Association Board of Directors will be dy, skits and interactive audience ticket office of th~ Uruon. ~ces are
will battle the Murray State Racers.
present to meet with alumnL
participation acts.
$3 for students ~Ith a valid ~ and
Admission is free for students and $7 for
"i
think everyone that attends $5 for the public. Tickets will also
non-students.
will have · a really good time be _sold at the door.
because it's a lot like Saturday
The money raised will go toward
·1
.
Night Live," said Cyndi Walker, programming.shows in the fu~.
"Carrot Top was here last year
Two sources were incorrectly identified in Friday's editfon of The Daily Eastern News. Lida Wall University Board Comedy coordinator.
"A
lot
of
the
professional
actand
there was a great turnout for
is the dean of the College of Sciences and Herbert Lasky is the director of the ho.nors progr~m. ~he
News also misidentified Ted Ivarie, the dean of the Lumpkin College of Busmess and Apphed ing comedians such as Julia Louis- that," W~ker said.~ "/\·,~~~~l ~
Dreyfuss from ~~~j.nf~lci, •,!gb.n; tutQPUt~~.,w1lkiCOS~•Us ,to :
r!S.nlimtea:.oli.be uYEfW.UbgJ6t:ll. •the errors.
Candy and Martin Lawrence got kec;p,-doj.oifthi.!f~~bttlrrer, .• •- •
abw010 ~rl1 26 -.an£11o Uu! ~-,5w lsrlt 15g ~W" .bi~ ~rt • ,. ; '' ~ • r
r !• 1 :::i o: 1 •
, ~, ,~,
'
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Homecoming Week is
a time for all students
to unify, show spirit
Today is the beginning of Eastern's
Homecoming '96 and a variety of events takiog
place throughout the· week are planned for the
campus and the Charleston community.
Many students, however, think Homecoming is
only celebrated by members of greek organizations. They feel if they are not in a fraternity or
sorority, they cannot join in the festivities of
showing school spirit and
supporting the Panthers.
But what students may
not realize is that residence halls and recognized student organizations
also participate in Homecoming activities such as
window painting, coronation, Fun Games and the
parade. It is not just Eastern's greek community
that gets involved in Homecoming festivities.
These ev~~ 'afitl mhe~, including: the ~
Yell Contest, eld;i°rdti.s, the pep rally and tbe b<ii:fire, are open to all Eastern students as well as the"
Charleston community. Homecoming can be celebrated by everyone.
This week is a time for all Eastern s.tudents to
unify and show their support for the university. It
is a time for students to show spirit by simply
wearing Eastern's school colors. And it is a time
for students to root for the Panthers and cheer
them on to victory.
Homecoming is also a time for Eastern alumni
to relive their college years by returning to th.eir
alma mater. Various departments on campus have
planned fuc the return of their graduates by organizing events. All students who belong to these
departments are. welcome to join in those activities.
Each day of this week, a Homecoming activity
has been planned. Today, all students can be
involved with Homecoming '96 by casting their
votes for _the Homecoming '96 king, queen and
freshmen attendants. And tonight, everyone is
welcome to see who will be-.. crowned at coronation.
The Spirit Yell Contest, Fun Games, pep rally,
bonfire and parade are all ways to get involved
with Homecoming '96. Whether a member of a
greek or recognized student organization, a resident in one of the residence halls or an avid
Panther Football fan, this week will be the prime
time for boasting Eas~rn's blue and white colors
and showing pride in the university.

_·Judge demands reporter's i~terview notes
Last week, a reporter for The
meant to be used as evidence for
•Miami Herald was sentenced to
a case.
70 days in jail for contempt. of
The prosecuting attorney made
court. This was his penalty for
l
.
tbe statem_ent that "David
"A 1·ouma ist~s Kidwell feels he is above the
refusing to testify about an interview he had with a man accused
notes are meant law."
of murder.
for news, not
That is not at all the case.
The prosecutors requested
Kidwell is standing by his printrial."
ciples, something any good
reporter David Kidwell's notes to REAGAN BRANHAM
confirm details of the case. Regular columnist
reporter would do. He is standing
up against the judicial branch of
According to an Associated Press
wire story, some facts had already
-government and sending a mesbeen printed, and he refused to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sage to everyone that although
give any additional information about the 1994 interview.
the government can try to bully reporters around, he will
"I don't want to go to jail," Kidwell said. "I would rather not lose sight of his journalistic ethics.
go back to work this afternoon. But either way, when I do
The unfortunate part of the incident is that after a short
go back to work, I have to know I'm free to pursue all sides fight on Kidwell's behalf, The Miami Herald has advised
of a story without interference from the government."
him to an_swer all questions regarding the interview and the
The judge was wrong in trying to force Kidwell into giv- story.
The newspaper, as a whole, is sending a negative mesing up his notes.
And by trying to get Kidwell to reveal these additional sage to the public and to the courts. By giving in, The
facts, the judge has potentially destroyed the credibility of Miami Herald is telling everyone that all newspapers can
be bullied around and can be persuaded into anything the
all newspapers.
People should feel free to say what they want to government wants them to do.
"If the public believes that reporters can be compelled to
reporters, knowing that the information will not be given to
the police. How many people would feel comfortable talk- testify in s~ch cases, it will significantly erode the credibili·
ing to reporters when they know anything they say can be ty of the press,"s~id the President of the Society of
used against them in court?
Professional Journalists Steve Geimann in the AP story.
The press is -supposed to act as the Fourth Estate. The
People should be able to trust a newspaper and its
government is composed of three branches: the legislative, reporters to remain outside of the law.
judicial and the executive. The fourth branch that watches
According to the article, Kidwell had until Sunday to
the government is the press. When reporters begin to act as "answ.er questions to get out of jail."
spies for the government, they cannot be trusted. Thus,
Let's all hope Kidwell stands by his ethics and continues
to refuse to answer questions: A joun~list's notes are
newspapers lose credibility.
By giving up his notes to the government, Kidwell meant for news, not trial. And Kidwell is aoing the right
·
would have been sending a strong message, telling people thing by standing by his ethics.
not to trust reporters because anything they say can be used
-Reagan Branham is news editor and a regular columagainst them.
.
That may wc>rk when talking to a police officer, but not nist for: The Daily Eastern News. Her e~mail address is
when talking to a reporter. Notes for a news story are not curlb@bgu.edu.
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' ' today's quote
He who longs to strengthen his
spirit must go beyond obedience
and respect.
-Constantine Peter Cavafy

Student requests that
your turn
editor reads, retypes
letters more carefully The News must focus
on community efforts
Dear editor:
I was very pleased to see that my to gain respectability
Sept. 26 letter regarding Kevin
Franken's column about smoking at
the football game was printed in The
Daily Eastern News. The pleased feeling I had, however, disappeared as
soon as I read the letter. In my letter, I
said "smoking at Eastern's football
game and Republicans both make him
sick." The letter printed said that they
both make "me" sick, which could not
be further from the truth.
l am uneasy about sending this letter after the many comments I have
heard abput the paper changing letters
~und, but I am sending it anyway. In
the future, plea~e be more careful
when editing or retyping letters to the
editor. If I am wary of sending letters
nQw, I am sure there are others like
me.

Aaron Markwell
freshman political science major

The Daily Eastern News resort to
"Marshmallow Terrorism" before their
efforts are noticed? This an institution
of higher education and must be treated
as such.
Any student who is willing to make
the sacrifices necessary to maintain a
high academic standing at this universi-iy may not appreciate the blatant distractions provided us by the "Sta-Puft
Dear editor:
Man" and his followers. I ask the jour...
I realire that the fate of civilization as nalists ·of our campus newspaper to
we know it depends entirely on the out- focus on the efforts of the faculty and
come of the infamous "Marshmallow- students who wish to see Eastern gain a
Throwing Incident,!' but enough is respectable pbice in the academic comenough! There have been some 11 or 12 munity. Is it truly necessary to make
editorials all dealing with this ridiculous \'martyrs" out of these marshmallowsubject. Can anymore be said? After throwing children by wasting more time
reading this wealth of all important and effort writing about them in The
information I am beginning to wonder Daily F.astem News?
if any of us remember why we are here.
This is Eastern llinois University, not
Jeff Kampfl
Disney Land! Whyis so much time and
senior history majol:
effort wasted on these juvenile antics?
There are so many students at Eastern Editor's note
who are dedicated to academic pursuits
All letters to the editor concernand receive absolutely no reco~ition
whatsoever. Heaven forbid I should ing Election '96 will be accepted
read about the accomplishptents of an until Oct. 25.
Political letters to the editor will
exceptional student. Are the names of
students who have earned a place on the hay-e priority over all other letters
Dean's Ll~t printed in the pape~, or must because of timeliness.

·il ·~:
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IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer
Terry Ripplinger, mother of junior Jana Olsson,
SARAH WONG/Associate photo editor teaches Jessica Biver, 7, how to wtite bowling

s

Lisa Danielson {right), a junior special education major; plays bingo score , who is Olsson niece , Saturday evening
with her parents in the University Ballroom at the Martin Luther King during the family weekend at the· bowling alley
Jr. University Union Friday night.
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

ff

UJ

CHET PIOTROWSK JR.\Photo editor
Lead guitarist P.atrick Simmons plays to the crowd du ring the Doobie Brothers concert
Saturday night in Lantz Gym.
CHET PIOTROWSKI Jff.\Pnolo editor
Panther defensive lineman Ethan Banning trie.s to tackle Leatherneck running back
Brian Knuckles dun'ng Eastern"s JfJ-7 li>~s Satutday afte'rhoon at o•Brien Stadium.
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Senate to discuss improvements
to University College proposal
By CHUCK BURKE
Staff writer

help the senate see if faculty concerns reflect other

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Faculty Senate Tuesday will prepare its official recommeµdation for improvements to the
University College proposal.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the former BOG Room of Booth Library.
Senate Chair Gail Richard will compile a report
based on suggestions from senate members that the
senate will review. A list .of perceived problems with
the University College concept as it stands accompanied by recommendations to fix them.
Once the senate compromises on the details, it will
submit a report to the University College taskforce
headed by Charles Evims, assistant vice president for
academic affairS.
"Based on our discussion, we'll have a report for
Charles Evans' taskforce," Richard said.
The senate also will seek information from the
Council of Deans and the Council of Chairs regarding their respective stands on the University College
proposal. Comparing the senate's outlook on the proposal to those of other factions of the university will

· views.
Robert Augusti~. chair of the department .of communication disorders and sciences, Tuesday will
address the senate about the chairs' position.
"Hopefully, we'll have input from both the Council
of Chairs and the Council of Deans," Richard said
The deans will meet on Tuesday morning, and
Terry Weidner, acting vice president for academic
affairs, will attempt to get one of the deans to attend
the Faculty Senate meeting, Richard said.
The senate's Counseling Center taskforce met for
the first time on Friday to find answers to the inconsistencies involved in the center's reorganization
under the University College.
Senate members Bill Kirk and French Fraker headed the taskforce, and rounding it out were Evans;
Karola Alford, acting director of the Counseltng
Center; Robert Saltmarsh, department chair "of educational psychology and guidance; Student Senate
Member Jackie McGrath and Laurent Gosselin,
Eastern's faculty union representative.
Kirk and Fraker Tuesday will submit a preliminary
report on the taskforce's meeting.

F
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Activities editor
University of Notre Dame's
chemistry department chair will
present a lecture today on electron
transfer reactions.
Graham Lappin will speak
about "Recognition and Reactivity
in Electron Transfer Reactions" at
4 p.m. in Room 41 S. of the
Physical Scie~i~ng.
.
..Electron ~~s ~
among the most important types
of chemical reactions, and the

human body could not function final speaker this semester to prewithout these reactions taking sent research in this area, Keiter
place," said Richard Keiter, a pro- said.
fessor of chemistry at Eastern.
Lappin, who ,earned degrees
'1be rate at which these electron from the University of Glascoe- in
transfer reactions occur can be Scotland, was chosen to speak
from very slow to extraordinarily because several faculty in this
fast."
department are interested in this
Lappin. a specialist in under- research area, Keiter said.
standing electron transfer and its Speakers are chosen to speak if
processes, is exploring the factors their research is currently coincidof ~ ~~ at i't'hi~Jlll. Cll~trm •pg ~iUt, tpe reSCMCb..9f a de..Part.~~m11~.~~·-l9rii'DQ~f ,, w~~ber.
'l "•
in hfs research..
nlls event is open to the public
Lappin will be the third and and there is no charge to attend.

•

•

l!:======================--

}Jetter Ingredients.

Notre Dame department chair to speak
on electron transfer reactions today
By THERESA GAVUN

EVERY TUESDAY BEGINNING

BenerPi~a.

348-8282

Setv#ng Clw1eston &. Easter 11/lnols UnlveJSlty
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Monday Nlte Football Special
One Large One Topping Pizza

VI

$599
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I
II
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Eastern attire worn to support school
By THERESA GAVUN
Activities editor
Students today help recruit new students to campus
and get free popcorn just by wearing Eastern clothing.
Panther Power Day is held in conjunction with
Eastern's open house to attract students and their families to Eastern.
Many high school students will be here today, touring the campus..;.pte 4ay also. serves to help build a
bond between ~ Eastt'f~~'nonbn'\y by s,hQwing
their school spiilt.:
..We want everyone to feel like lhcY are part of the
open house," said Boyd Bradshaw, admissions counselor in Eastem's Admissions Office and the Open
House coordinator. "It's not just admissions, but
everyone plays a part in the recruiting of a new student."
Students can participate by wearing Eastern attire.

"It's just a way we want to try to encourage students to show that they have pride in their school,"
Bradshaw said.
The Lobby Shop will be giving.away free popcorn
today to anyone wearing Eastern attire.
"'The most important thing is the open house, but
(Power Day) is just part of it," Bradshaw said.
The open house begins at 9 a.m. today in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and faculty members from the financial aid,
hopsing ~ student life offices will be available until
nopn to ~swer qlieStions. _
"We anticipate a very large turnout for the open
house.~ Bradshaw said.
Campus and residence hall tours will be conducted
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and departmental open houses
will be from 1 to 3 p.m.
Tickets for a complimentary lunch in the residence
halls will be provided during the open house.

Blood d_
r_ive exceeds goal, new drive scheduled
Friday's Atnericab ~d Cross
blood drive exceeded its goal of 2S
pints of blood by collecting 33
pints.
The next make-up blood drive

will be held Oct. 31 in Stevenson
Lobby and the next blood drive
where everyone will be able to
donate again will be Dec. 2 and 3.
Those interested in helping with

the blood drives or joining the
Blood Drive Committee can call
Dave Oine, donor services consultant for the American Red Cross at
235-5070.

Toppers Celebra~ea Homecoming
Weekend All Week Long .
:.mP•""' Get a

3.99 Med, 4.99 Lg. or 9.99 Ex. Lg.
Cheese Pizza Add. Topping ao~
Try Our Cheesesticks
Sm. '3.99
Meet '6.39

Lg. sa.23

Counseling Associates
Licensed psychiatrists and master's-prepared
therapists assist clients in addressing:
+ anxiety and depression
+ chemical dependency
+ eating disorders
+ family and intimate relationships
+ other behavioral health issues
Counseling Associates is located in confidential offices in the Sarah Bush Lincoln Medical
Office Pavilion. To make an appointment or
to learn more, call 258- or 348-4042.

Sarah Bush Lincoln Behavioral Health Services
also offers a partial hospitalization program and
inpatient services.

"Ask About

Part
ur
:Y
OrtJere"

O

SARAH BUSH
LINCOLN
HEALTI-l SYSTEM

Buy an order of Cheesestlcks for Reg. Price and get
the next order half off all Sm•.J Med., and Lg. orders

1000 Health Center Dr.

P.O. Box 372
~~~~J9~8-0~72
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ce chief indicted by federal grand jury
HEIGHTS (AP) - Gangs, drugs and
poverty have long haunted this sad little
t west of the Indiana state line. Now more
of its tiny police force is under indictment
r chief included.
poor town and a lot of people don't care,"
Sen. Aldo DeAngelis, R-Olympia Fields,
born here when the village's name was
go Heights. "Somewhere along the line
became victimized." So deeply rooted are
ms that no one knows if Ford Heights will
able to pull itself out of the quagmire. The
d of depressing news came Thursday.
Chief Jack Davis was indicted by a federal
on charges of bribery, extortion, rackeand narcotics trafficking. It didn't come as a
He has been in fed.eral custody since July
·on charges.
other (ull-time Ford Heights officers and
r officers also face charges.
"ties accuse all but one of the officers of
g protection money from drug dealers. The
they say, burned his own car to collect the
'ff's police and state police now are
g the community until Ford Heights offirebuild the police department. Calls to the
station are rerouted to sheriff's police in

Tuesday
One

"We need to get some strong, young, family men
working on the police department," says Ford
Heights Mayor Saul Beck. "I'm concerned about
my community." As badly as the city needs to
rebuild its police force, there's little money to do it.
This community, where boarded up buildings are
visible everywhere, provides only a meager tax
base.
Ford Heights officers make approximately $7 an
hour.
"The big thing, ·quite frankly, is they should be
requesting help," says state Rep. Bill Balthis, RLansing. "If the mayor and the village trustees don• t
ask for help, they ' re not going to get it. They're ·
fighting a real mess there. If the city government's
not willing to accept change and recommendations,
it won't work."

.ee

348-1626

trict judge rules no sexual harassment
ause forman and victim are both men
GFIELD (AP) - If your
akes lewd remarks and
advances, you probably
~ sexual harassment case,
Not necessarily.
rate federal judges have
two recent Illinois cases
se of one twist: the boss
underling were both men.
a Springfield case, a maince crew foreman was
of tormenting an underith sex~ comments and
0.

Illinois Department of
rtation employee, Jim
r, sued, saying his superJohn Trees, created "a sexffensive and hostile work
ent" at a Transportation
ment facility in Springclaims Trees repeatedly
comments in front of other
rs indicating he believed
rrner was a homosexual.
ut U.S ." District Judge
rd Mills dismissed Shercase on Aug. 30. The rea-

' ' If and when samesex sexual harassment is
actionable is an issue that
will ultimately be left to the
courts of appeals and the
United States Supreme
Court."
- Richard Mills
U.S. District Judge
son, in part: The foreman, the
victim and the entire work crew
are men. And that, state lawyers
successfully argued, means it
couldn't have been sexual bar·
assment.
"If and when same-sex sexual
harassment is actionable is an
issue that will ultimately be left
to the courts of appeals and the
United States Supreme Court,"
Mills wrote. "Unfortunately•.. the
various courts of appeals have

been slow to act and are divid·
ed."
Sherman is appealing that ruling to a federal court in Chicago.
There is no telephone listing
for Shermer or Trees in Springfield, so neither could be reached
for comment Sunday.
In another case, Robert Sch·
oiber, a former assistant manager
of a Speedway convenience store
and service station in Aurora
accused tiif boss of making sexual advanUs at him.
·
Schoiber claimed his supervisor, Edward Gonzalez, engaged
in unwanted "touching, grabbing,
kissing, exposing himself ... and
continuously explicit and degrading remarks."
He said he asked Gonzalez to
stop but to no avail.
U.S. District Judge Charles R.
Norgle ruled against him earlier
this month, saying Congress
never intended same-gender sexual harassment to be included as
grounds for dam,ges under ·civil
rights law.

Effective OCt 11 th--17th
The Ghost And The Cllf'knesl(R
DTS Dlgllll ICUld 011ti 4:45,7:15

9:.c> Flf.Mon meta 2:15
GBmmemwn(R) D1tt 5:3:1,8:00
10:10 Flf.Mon meta 2:45

The Mighty Ducks 3(PG) Dlil'/
4:15,8:45,9:15 Ffi.Mon n111s 1:45

F1ttt Wives Club(PG)Olly
5:00,7:'45, 10:00 Flf.Mon mlls 2:3'.>

The Long Kill Goodnight(R)
4:3).7:3:1, 10:00 Flf.Mon mltS 1:3:1

Thmt Thing You Qo.(PG)091¥
sis;r..115,1cuor'IR.filnl'illF& 'lur
Ay AWfll Home(PG) Diiiy 4:00
831,l':OJ Frl-Man ll'llts 1:15

The Chambtr(R) OTS D9taf
IOll1d Dlltf 4:00,7:00,9::1>
Fri-Mon mm 1:00

Free Refill on i' r ;tc om

all political congressional
tes raised money for their
'gns the same way as Chris
n, there's no telling what
come out of the closet.
rson, a candidate for the

sale at her Grand Island home this
week~nd .to finance her campaign.
She has refused to accept
money from special interest
groups, instead raising whatever
she can from s luffed animals,
exercise tapes and old purses.

$200 from the sale, which she
said allowed her to get better
acquainted with local residents.
She also got to get rid of some
unwanted clutter.
"It was a good excuse to get
into my closets and clean them
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ndidate holds garage sale to raise money
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EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEVI
Right?
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LARGE PIZZA
em thin crust
EN DAILY

$7+~~

...1arn12am weekends

0 Lincoln

345-3400

valid with any other offer

F

ne-in and Delive
Grand Opening

Oct. 1, 1996

LOVELY NAILS
Full Set
Ftefill
anicure
dicure
Air Brush

$26.00
$16.00
$10.00
$25.00
$10.00

Charleston Shopping Center
628 W. Lincoln Avenue
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 345-4534
Mon - Sat 10a.m.- 8p.m.
Closed Sundays

Appointments & Walk-ins Welcome
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Sublessors

For Sale

FALL FARM HELP NEEDED.
Experience Preferable. 346-2994

CLEANING HELP NEEDED for
private home, 4-6 hrslweek, call
after 5, 345-7998
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SPRING/SUMMER 97
$250/month. Own room. All bills
paid!! 345-4871

LOCAL DOSTOR LOOKING for
Aerobics Instructor for month of
November Fitness class. Call
345-9600
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

-1--2---F-=E.,..M_A_L=E-s-s=p=R.,..IN-G ' 97
ORCHARD PARK 345-5322.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/16

CHANDLER BASS GUITAR: hard
shell case included, GREAT playing that even has a whammy bar!
Yes, a bass with a whamrny bar.
Must see. Only $335. Paul
#2008-lease msg.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/15

•

Ol12

NEED CASH? WE BUY cd's,
tapes, video ·games . Music

Exchange. 234-3668
--------~1219

PAINTERS WANTED Experience
necessary. Great pay. Full or Part
time. Call ACP Now! 1(800) 6266267
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/12
CHRISTMAS IS COMING AVON
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Eam
extra money now. 345-4197.
=----,.-,-,,-,~----,-,,,,,-~=10/31
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPSlll
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS
wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK!! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com
10/21

Wanted
SPRING BREAK '97. LOWEST
P-RICES
TO
FLORIDA ,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-2347007

-------~~1219

Adoption

c=-o-=-:'"'.M-=E-J~O~l-N---,O~U~R=-=TEAM!

Consolidated Market Response is
looking for •articulate• •enthusiastic• energetic individuals to make
and receive calls. We are now
hiring for full-time day and parttime evening shifts. We offer paid
training. $6.00/hr to start. Weekly
paycliecks. Flexible schedules
and opportunities for advancement. Call us for details at 3485250.
,,,-,.-,..-__,.-,,----,---,---c10/21
~ EX~'IOING OUR STAFF!
loOR{,;g for high energy people
with a superior attitude. ApplY,
after 2 p.m .. in person at Joey's
for delivery driver and in shop
positions.

_________

11)'1~

DELIVERY DRIVERS ANO
COOKS WANTED. Day and
evening hours. 348-8055 Ask for
Tony or Bill.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
NEED EXTRA CASH? Earn
money fast stuffing envelopes at
home. Free supplies . Send
S.A.S.E. to Mailing Services 3712
north Broadway Box #302
Chicago, II 60613. Immediate
response.
-..,.....,,....-------10/18
KO.KOMO
JOE 'S-Seafood,
steaks and ribs. Opening Nov.
1996 now accepting applications
fQJ:tbositlons;=~pm ~0'9
F'if. M6 Piatt Ave., Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
PART TIME HELP graphic
design. Must have excellent
adobe illustrator and photoshop
skills. Flexible hours 345-9194
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

WARM, LOVING COUPLE
WANTS TO ADOPT AN INFANT.
Much love, security, happiness to
give. Married 6 years. Beautiful,
comfortable home and nursery.
Legal and Confidential. Call Joan
and Jeff 800-278-0096, access
#96.
~,..--~-,-.,..,.,,---~10/16
WE ARE A YOUNG, PRQFES·
SIONAL co~le desperately
seeking the opportunity to love,
adore and nurture your child. We
can offer your child a warm and
loving immediate and extended
family. Please help make our
dreams come true and call
Michael and Julie at 1-800-6441701 access #96

Sublessors
NICE MOBIL HOME. suitable for
one or couple. Available Dec. 15
$250, water and trash included.
Phone 348-1341
- - -- - - - - - 1 1 / 5
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT NEAR SQUARE. Sublet
Jan. through July. $275 +,security
deposit. Call· 345-157 4 after 6
~

-------~-10/21
SPACIOUS
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT Uptown area.
$275/month includes parking ,
trash , water and heat. Great
value for Spring and Summer.
Pets welcome. Call 348-5528
---~-----10/15

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
ame~--~~~~----~~~----

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Under Classification of: _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)------~---Person accepting act_ __ _ _ _Composltor _ _ _ __
no. wonllfdaya
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Check numbllr:~--~~-

Phone: --~----Student

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - -- - - - - Ad to read:
Cl Cash

Cl Check

Cl Credit

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

1~14

FEMALE SUBLESSOR/ROOMMATE WANTED, nonsmoker-now
or spring semester. $210/monthwill pay last month's rent! 3459612 leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/15
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED For
spring. XL Apt. with pooltable,
trash and water paid. Great location. 345-5197
10/18
=suC"CB""'....
L E-=s=s=o=R_,.N.,..E-E=D=E""'D-IM..,._MEDlATELY and/or for Spring • 97.
$165/Mo. plus deposit. Call 348·
8275.
_ _ _ __ _ __ _10/15

For Rent
WANTED UPPER· CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE , female nonsmoker to share a 2 bedroom fl.irn ish ed apart ment . McArthur
Manor 345-2231 .

--------~1219

Ql,JJE.T 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
--------~1~9
SPRING-NICE 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Near downtown .
Water and Trash included. $250
monthly. Call 348-8729

For Sale
MICROWAVE, COUCH, CHRISTMAS TREE, & Kitchen table for
sale. Call 348-1360 & ask for
Todd
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ 10/12
APPLE PRINTER Stylewriter
1200. Macintosh Software. Call
345-4612
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 10/12
5 STAR AMERICAN RACING
WHEELS fits 4 bolt pattern $350
OBO 342-5952
•
-....,-...--,-.,---~10/12
15x8Cf'IROME REVERSE RIMS,
5 lub directional style with spinners/ 50cc tires exc. condition .
Will fit GEO tracker/Suz.
Sidekick. $300. 345-1292.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16
AMERICAN
RACING
WHEELS/TIRES, 14" 350/0BO
fits 4 bolt pattern. 342-5952
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

ACROSS
1 Arrives
•"Dancing
Queen" pop
group
10 He loved Lucy
14 Stick out like
--thumb
15 Late newscaster
Sevareid
16 "Did you--?·
17 Pen, but not for
credit
19 Kind of cabinet
20 American, in
W .W. 11
21 Extra-ample
shoe width
22 Contribute
23 Bar mitzvah.
e.g .
27 Paris's river
29Spooky

Announcements

Lost &Found
LOST-BLK. l.D. HOLDER AND
CAR KEYS, HOUSING KEYS,
CROSS KEY CHAIN . CALL
MICHELLE@ 348·1278.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
FOUND: PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES. Round frames, tortoise-shell earpieces. Contact
Student Activities, 201 University
Union or call 5117.
---~-----10/14"
THIN RIMMED TORTUS Shell
glasses found in Speech
Communications 1:1epartment in
Carmen Hall 119CH. 2016
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/16

Announcements

FREE T-SHIRT+ $10oel
PIKES ... DZ'S ... POMPI POMP!
Card fundraisers for frat
POMP! HOMECOMING 1996.. .
sororities & groups. Any
PIKES ... DZ'S... PIKES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
organization can rals
$1 OOO by earing a
SARAH KIJEWSKI OF DELTA
ZETA: Good luck at coronation • $5.00NISA applicatlo
800-932-0528 ext. 65
tonight. We are so proud to have
you represent our House! Love,
callers receive FREE T-S
Your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10114
ATTENTION ALL GR
BROOK HOOD OF ALPHA
on the "ALL GREEK" Ski
GAMMA DELTA:Good luck at
Aspen!!! For more info
Coronation tonight. We Love you!
6876.
_ _ __ _ __ _ _ 10/14
.GOOD LUCK Alonso Balderas,
KIM SCHARP OF DZ.
Teresa Pantoja, and Lily Perez at
baby, your morn loves.
Coronation! Love, L.A.S.O.
Amie
-:---:--:-:-:-:--_____.,..,..._ _ 10/14
AMY KIMBLE Happy 21sl
SARAH KIJENSKI A
Bll1hday! Deltasig Love, Edie
MYERSCOUGH OF
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Luck tonight we are so
GOOD LUCK to Missy and
you! Love, your sisters.
Meghan of Phi Sigma Sigma. We
know that you will be beautiful
DZ-PIKE- DZ-PIKE·
tonight!
Pomp-Pomp-Pompi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
ELISE OF AST: You are the
HAPPY 19TH BIRTHD
greatest MOM! Let's get together
IE! To the beautiful wo
again soon! Love, Amy·
brings sunshine into my I
ANDREA HERZOG

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS! !! NO REPAYMENTS ,
EVER.Ill $$$CASH FOf.\~L·
LEGE' $$$ FOR INFO: 1 : 500·:
243-2435

1219

A
CHAMPION CAMPUS! For the
best selection of CHAMPION
clothing- shop at TOKENS for
sweatshirts, hats, t·shirts, mesh
workout shorts, and EIU athletic
jackets. Wear the look of a
CHAMPION.
- -- -,----,..--- 10/17
COSTUME
RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL, 609
SIXTH.
10/31
1 T=o=--=B=E-A-SUPERE
= v""E=R,,...,.,W""A'"'"N=li,..,
H ERO WHEN YOU WERE A
KID? Now .is your chance to be
BILLY PANTHER! Interested?
Contact. ..Andrew White (6278) in
the Mathematics Department by
October 21, 1996.
e
=~
I U-H
.,..A,...,S,,__A~L~
W
~A~Y
-S
,.-,B~E=EN

1

'

I

0

10~tl

SAVE MONEY ON AUTO
INSURANCE Call Bill Hall or Dan
·Castle at 345-7023 or stop by
Hall Insurance 1010 East Lincoln.
10/21

J""u
""L
~l=E=:JO~H~N=s=o~N---,,O=F~ASA-

Congratulations on Initiation .
You ' re a bright and beautiful
Ruby! Love Lynda
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

MARCH OF DIMES COLLEGIATE COUNCIL meeting t
p.m.- 5 p.m. in the Martinsville Room.
DELTA SIGMA PI meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin R
Please .wear letters all day and don't forget to bring a smilel
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon tod
Newman Chapel, located at the comer of 9th and Lincoln.
POWER meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Mezzanine area Unioi1
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY Board meeting tonight at 6
McDonald's.
CARMEN HALL COUNCIL Hall Council tonight at 8:00 p.lll
Carmen Lobby.
BGC Stepshowmckets available at the Check Cashing Bolt
Union for 10/18 at 7:00 p.m in McAfee.
PLEASE NOTE~ ~m~~s Cli;fW. fl¥l • ffte .qt, otia~~~ l~~
any non-profit camous omanjzational event. All Clips should" b~
The Dsily Esstern News office by noon 9NE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursdalf
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE AUN. Cl
edited for available space.

a Hammer or
30 Jeans line
sickle
a2 Beavers' project
63
Square feature
33AnNCO
66 Sicilian mount
37 Pseudonymous
87 Brainstorm
surname
u - - Rogers St.
38Famous
Johns
oversleeper
n Moose, for one
40 Beer barrel
70Endofa
42 "What - - the
· fishhook
odds?"
71 Desirable trait
43 Old gas name
45 Marked wrong
DOWN
47 Farm horse
1
Shrewd
41 Dictation taker
2Worker
51 Advertising
protection grp.
lights
52 "Bonanza" boss 3 Night sights on
the eastern
57 Love affair
horizon
se Ireland's - 4 Writer Caldwell
Lingus
5 "Game, -.
59 Two-syllable
match"
foot
& Stamp on mail
from Mexico
7lnformed
a Took the bait
t King topper
to Does bomb
squad work
11 Mrs. Peron
12 Baseball bigwig
Bud
13 "Goodnight,
- · (1950 hit)
1a 1tsy-bitsy
22 Tire abbr.
24 Salty drop
HMountain
28 Partner of
dangerous
27 One of six on a
cube

57

12

2a Son of Seth
31 Kitchen
a'p pliance
34 Incapacitates,
illegally
3$ Sheepish look
3& Scores for
Comaneci
39 Shut (up)
4t Alarm sounder
44 Pertaining to
kissing
48 King's widow ,

50 Cigarette slat
52 Like some
breath
53 Ham it up
54 Nary a
soul
55 Drug-kicl(lng
program

so Fr. miss
81 Cop's ro

u Tease
64Sweet-a~

apple-cid
aMotoris

e.g.
48Rumps

ADVERTISE EIERE!

9
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kees earn trip to Series
ORE (AP) - Darryl Strawberry found
, and Cecil Fielder found salvation.
they were so far from the World Series
a mere mention would have caused
rry was languishing in the Northern
aying for the St. Paul Saints. Fielder
cally naked in the batting order of a
that went on to lose 109 games, the
majors in 17 )'.ears.
nday, both played key roles in the
6-4 victory over Baltimore that put the
in the World Series.
broke open the game with a three-run

homer and Strawberry followed with a solo shot
that extended the lead to six,_ and the Yankees won
their first AL pennant since 1981.
Yankees owner George Steinbrenner signed
Strawberry on July 4 to add left-handed power to a
team that was 12th in the AL in homers.
Needing right-handed power, the Yankees
acquired Fielder - and his $7 .2 million-a-year
salary, on July 31.
And, boy, did the Yankees need those bats in the
pressure of the playoffs, when Paul O'Neill and
Wade Boggs became almost invisible.
Fielder broke open Game 3 with a tW07run
homer that made it 5-3 in the eighth.

rds take 3-1 lead,
uld take series Monday
LOUIS (AP)
these St. Louis
· ls keep finding ways to
ho~.

er NFL defensive back
lordan hit a tiebreaking
run in the eighth inning,
after unheralded rookie
· Yt1ung came up with a
"pie. and the Cardinals
past the Atlanta Braves
Sknday night to move
'n one win of the World
e v.ictory gave the
· als a 3-l lead over the
ves in the best~of- 7 NL
pll 11:.hrp series, with a
e to wrap it up Monday
t at Busch Stadium.
odd Stottlemyre starts
e 5 for St. Louis against
luioltz, with J>oth pitch:
!&aYini; already earned wins
e 11Ciies.
.iii_l!RftaW'W®"tl\eir trinttl10

ght ostseason game at
e, breaking loose for three
s in the seventh and
n's homer in the eighth.
e · urprising victory was
Louis' third straight in the
A misplayed bunt was
tey to winning Game 2,
·Ron Gant's two long
ers off his former team
Game 3.

'13ase6a{{plagoff round-up

This, however, might have
been the most unlikely win of
all.
Home runs by Ryari Klesko
and Mark Lemke helped the
Braves take a 3_-0 lead. Shut
out o~ two measly singles for
six innings by Denny Neagl~.
Sf. Louis seemed to have nothing going' when its first two
batters made outs in the sev"
enth.
Then, the Cardinals struck.
John Mabry singled, Tom
Pagnozzi walked and Neagle
was
pulled
for
Greg
McMichael.
lTp stepped Young, who won
the American Association batting title this year. Batting for
Mike Gallego, the 23~year-old
Young lined a two-run triple
off the wall.
Royce Clayton followed by
beating out a chopper to
cMicM H~Ttt\\?I fM !l single that
tied it.
Jordan, who played for the
Atlanta Falcons through 1991,
homered into the Cardinals
bullpen in left with one out in
the eighth off McMichael.
Dennis Eckersley got the
last out in the eighth and
worked around a leadoff double by Jermaine Dye in the
ninth for the win.

!J{fltiona{ £eague

.91.merican League

NCLS (FOX)

ALCS (NBC)

St. Louis leads series 3-1

New York wins series 4-1 .

Atlanta 4, St. Louis 2
St. Louis 8, Atlanta 3
St. Louis 3 Atlanta 2
St. Louis 4, Atlanta 3
Atlanta@ St. Louis (Mon.)
St. Louis @ Atlanta (Wed.)*
St. Louis @ Atlanta (Thurs.)*

New York, 5, Baltimore 4 (11)
Baltimore 5~ New York 3
New York 5, Baltimore 2
New York 8, Baltimore 4
New York 6, Baltimore 4

• if necessary

WINS frompage12--------~"We playe<! really well today,'
sophomore Alma Ayala said
after Sunday's game."Tlie only
problem for us was that we
weren't finishing on some of
our chances."
Statistically, Western goalkeeper Jennifer Haller did fend
off her share of shots, and was a
key factor in forcing the
Panthers into the overtime session. She ended up with 17
saves.
Giangiorgi ended up with
seven saves. The Panthers took
29 shots in the game compared
to the 10 that were taken by the
Broncos.
Saturday's game against
DePaul proved to be a little eas.,.
ier, as the Panthers quickly
jumped on ·their chances in the
first 10 minutes of action.
Sophomore forward Tracie
Strother scored, first for the
Panthers less _that). eight minutes
into the game and Aussin followed one minut~ later to gtve
Eastern a 2.:.0 advantage-:
Gilbert's goal put Eastern up
3-0 at the break.
Ten minutes into the second
half, Ayala scored to give
Eastern a 4-0 cushion.
"The team played some of the
best soccer they have played all
year," Ballard said of the weekend. "It was a. great effort and I
would have never thought of
being 12-1."

IBE MASAYUKl/Staff photographer
An Eastern soccer player (left) jumps to head the ball during the
Panthers• 3-1 overtime win Sunday.

classified advertisin
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Men booters lose
Happy t9th Kris!
1-0 on 'unlucky' goal
By ANDREW GRANGER
.Staff writer

'fltC

the~f ~Q<1cer team oosted

the Ramblers of Loyola-Chicago
on Sunday. Unlike the first time,
though, the Panthers lost this game
on a fluke goal, suffering a 1-0 loss
to the Ramblers.
A scoreless tie was snapped at
the 71 minute mark. when a cross
from a .Loyola comer kick s~ck
Tom Dillon in the head and
bounced into the goal.
"We got unlucky, it was an own
;.goal;" freshman mid fielder Gary
Shear said. "They didn't even score

' '

A ball can go in
anytime ... I think it
smacked off the
side of his head and
went in."
- Tim McClements
Men's soccer coach

McClements believed that the
Panthers out played the Ramblers.
"I thought Loyola did a good
job," he said. "I don't think they
On UL"
were ever as dangerous as we were.
"'The only way you can protect · I thought we played better than
yourself frorri that is scoring goals," them in both halves."
McClements said. "A ball can go in
Communication also improved
anytime: That's the thing about soc- in the game despite the loss.
cer, you can play great and still lose
''I think that, for the first time in
the game. I think it smacked off the a while, the guys did a good job,"
side of his head and went in."
McClements said. ''They worked
The game drops the Panthers to hard, they tried to do what we
4-7 on the season. It was the asked of them. The guys battled
1 Panthers; fifth straight 1'>ss. It also
G'.0JJ,1JP4nication was better, tht
marked the first game'-01~ 'filaill "play wa8 better, I think the guys, by
dropped at hQtif. k!Ybifthitn a~ t artd Jarge, did a pretty good job."
record at Lakeside Field.
Dillon agreed that the communiThe game started with pressure cation improved.
from Eastern on the Loyola goal. A
"This is a game that we really
shot by junior forward Dave wanted to win, so we wanted to
Lafrance hit off the goal post
stay in it," Dillon said ''One of the
In the second half, Eastern did let ways to stay in it was to communiup both offensively and defensively cate."
following the score. However,
McClements also credited the
Loyola was unable to take advan- play of the newer Panthers.
"Some of the younger players
tage.
The Panthers played well in the are getting more and more time,
loss.
and I think that they're doing well."
"I thought we played strong
Despite having the ball deflect
defense," Freshman mid fielder off his head, he started for the first
Tom Dillo.n said. "We just got time on Sunday.
~~ky:'
~S.et.;:~\S .. 00~=1 "I thought Tom Dil~s#ati
ln order to WlQ ~ v~ got to excellent job. He was
the
put forth the effort, and .I ~.the~ mawh," McClements said.
•
put forth ~; effort. and tt. Just ~dn. t
'1 just wanted to go out there and
wock out, he said .. It JUSt di.dn t do the things I do good," Dillon
work out the way we wanted."
said.

I

Love Your Roomles

Happy
21st

Rachell
We love
you!
Love,

Beth; Andy
&. Tanya

Women's Basketball
Walk.· on Tryoats
The Daily Eastern News incornc:tly
printed the time of tl'Joats in Friday'•
newspaper. The cornet tia1e is 6:30 a
on Taesday, October 15 in Lantz Gym.
The News ngnts tbe el'n71.~"

man-Of

Any Questions
call Beth at 581·6008

Eastern Illinois University Thea
presents

'J

, Unuq borl

DD

lASJU.Oii.:~,~~~
tht laimtage Dlildna Fine ·4rts Center
,..

8 p.m. October I0, 11, I2, 18, 17, 18, I
2 p.m. October 20, 1118
Tickets are $8 adalts,
$6 seaior citizea, faalty/staff, yoatb
$3.50 stadeats

It's ·Not Rocket Science. Just Show Up.
To

Chicag~: $29.00* •To Carbondale: $24.00*
· (S.ve an additional ~I 5% Monday ... Thursday)

____.

~J;·Oepartttres' from the Amtra~ Sradon at f 1t8 Broadway
!5~ ~u
~ W. St~~~ Cartt!
C111 J..fOO...%.A.MTIW< ~ mot"~ ~.

Student:Jt-1'Mt A.mu:ak for

..

·f-~ llfl'--....,.~~"'''
j·--1~

<

AMTRAK

~'*',,.>I~.,,.;,.-..~........ '~
-
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ikers sweep Sunday's match

n

WILSON

hitter Meleah
Cutler served
five straight
rn's ¥olleyball ~am got points.
when it needed it the
In game
defeating Tennessee Tech three,the
ity 15-10, 15-11 and 15- Golden
Eagles
Yat Lantz.
re was a ton of frustra- jumped out to
after Thursday night's a 3-2 lead Lori Sommer
b, so at practice on after
two
y I didn't talk about the straight
aces
by
Pam
b except for me telling Goldensoph. Soqlmer served
not to show their frustra- three straight to give Eastern a
on the court," head coach 5-4 lead. A · kill by Miller tied
Ralston said. ·~If you let the match at five.
Eastern then proceeded to. go
ustration show on the
, the opponent will just on a 10-3 run to win the match.
at you."
In the run, Wells had two kills
tern jumped out to a 6-1 and one ace. Also influential in
in game one, but a service the run were aces by junior sett.y freshman Jenny Carr and ter Kara Harper, junior outside
·by freshman Lisa Dissel hitter Lindsey Celba and sopho"1}ison Berry tied the match more middle hitter Monica
Brown. Brown's ace ended the
Eastern trailing 8-7, the match.
called a time out. After the
Eastern was led in kills by
out, Eastern outscored Tech Sommer who had nine while
to one
wi&, th£>gall\t. Wellswded eiAbf.
en d
thA
"Pe~y JI.felt I h
.
i'.Msttciliil>ck.t t1Jr jl6ii>f' peH0rmance an·d overall we
e hitter Lorri Sommer.
played 100 percent better than
Golden Eagles came out Thursday," Sommer said. "We
wild fire in the second needed this win to get our confi' taking a 9-3 lead. During dence back up."
run, Berry had two assisted
Wells also had a match-high
ks and Mandi Miller and 12 digs and two assisted blocks.
h Hagovsky added one ace Sommer lead the team with four
assisted blocks while Celba and
Eastern (6-3 in the Ohio Brown added three.
ey Conference, 10-11 overThe Golden Eagles (3-5 in the
then went on a 12-2 run to OVC, 8-10 overall) were led in
the game. In the run, junior kills by Carr who had a matche hitter Lorri Sommer and high 12 and were led in digs by
·or outside hitter Vanessa had Carr who had 11.
Eastern held OVC kills leader
kills each. Freshman outside

i·

-..r

IVE

oli

~~...~--

Rachel Melchiorre to only four
kills.
Eastern suffered a tough loss
on Thursday night losing to
Middle Tennessee State 13-15,
10-15, ·15-6, 15-8 and 15-11.
"I don't know if winning the
OVC is a realistic goal anymore," Ralston said. "We're
now fighting for a second or
third seed because we d,on' t
want to play Southeast Missouri
too early," Ralston said.
The fifth game was back and
forth ~ut Middle Tennessee's
senior outside hitter Deb
Anderson pounded three straight
kills in the end, to put Eastern
away.
Eastern was led in kills tty
Celba and Cutler who each had
16. Celba also had a .469 hitting
percentage and 14 digs.
Wells had 11 kills and a teamhigh 30 digs. The other Panther
to hit in double figures for kills
was Sommer who had 13 kills
and 14 digs.
,Midi;lle T'nnessee was led in

. i

bf Ajder~on \vbo

Monday5 and Wedne5day5
are

Leine Nights

$1 00 PINTS of Leinenkugel 's Craft Beer
This month's spedal beer:

Auburn Ale
For only $250 you keep the
Honey Weiss pint glass- $ t 00 refills
509 Va.n Buren

345-2380

Looking for Work???

Come to Western Staff Services
student recruitment day at Krackers

This Wednesday fro~ 1- 4

...

•Refreshments
•Prizes
Valid ID r~quired
for more information call 345-1303
or look us up on the web

hiid a

match-high 22. Anderson also
had four service ac~s and three
block assists to go along with
the kills.
Senior middle blocker Susan
Bishop, who is fourth in the
OVC in hitting percentage, came
through for the Raiders with 21
kills, a .514 hitting percentage
and 14 digs. Junior outside hitter
Leslie Burnside had a matchhigh 33 digs.
Junior transfer setter Jaemi
Clayton, who leads the OVC in
assists per game, had a matchhigh 75 assists.

http://www.advant.com/western

frompagel2--------

The Panthers rushed the ball 34 times, and Western
coach Randy Ball said he anticipated the run.
"We thought they'd rush the football a lot," he said.
've rushed the ball well and thrown well; they're
ti-talented offense."
But Western's defense was more than up to the task.
linebacker Vmce Bruno, the Leatherneck's leading
er, said Western's I~7 loss· last week proved to be
Diotivation.
"You try to find motivation, and that was great moti. ," he said. "It's (losing) like getting punched in
face; you don't want to go through that again."
F.astem head co~
~poo said the <Jefense "did
it had to do"1-'fn\tfJ. "tlie firtat q'tlarter, 11rtdtirtg the
meek offense. But Hecklinski said the 10-point

»oo

total was good enough.
"A win is a win and it really doesn't matter," he said.
"We wanted to win the game and show the nation
Western is for real."
Neither team did much of anything until the second

half.
Western came out on their first possession and drove
into Panther territory. The drive came to an end off
Western kicker Keith Jones' career best 47-yard field

goal.
The bright spot for the Panthers was Denzer, the
OVC special teams player of the week.
Denzer averaged 44.5 yards on his six punts - four
of which pinned Western inside the 15-yard line. He
had punts ddWned at the 11, two at the four and the

one.

frompage12 ......................................................~

eo.r.

Oftnl

4-0
2..0
2-0
2-1
1-1
1-2
1-3
0-3
0-3

5-1
.....

2:3
3-2
2-3
3-3

1-4
0-5
0-6

MSULTS
Saturday
~

llllnols 10, EIU 7
Tenn. 50, Austin Peay 14
St. 28. Tennessee-Martin 14
. Tech 30, SE Missouri 20
State 34, Middle Teni:i. 7
SCH~DUL~
October 19

rray State@ EIU 1:30 p.m.
Missouri @ Arkansas St. 2 p.m.
. Tech @ Austin Peay 2 p.m.
-Martin @ Tenn. St. 6 p.m.
~.llrttuclky @ Middle Tenn. 6 p.m. *

* SportsSouth telecast

yard run by junior tailback
Ibrahim Bawa. However, the
drive was stalled three downs
later after being limited to minus
three yards.
In the third quarter, the
Panthers were on the Western 33yard line with 5:54 left. But after
moving the football 13 yards,
quarterback Mike Simpson,. who
went 14 of 29 for 145 yards and
was picked off for the first time
this season on Saturday, threw an
incomplete pass to tailback Justin
Lynch on third down.
Freshman placekicker Chad
Larner then missed a 37-yard
field goal that wiped out
Eastern's chance to tie the game
at 3-3.
Chances for the top-rated
offense in - the Ohio Valley
Conference to score were also
present in the first half.
Six minutes into the second
quarter, Eastern's offense moved
the ball to the 16-yard line of
Western with the oppo_rtunity to
break the scoreless tie. However,
Simpson was sacked for a loss of

12 yards and his next pass was
intercepted at the Western 17yard line.
That drive was as close as the
Panthers got to putting points on
the board in the first half.
"They (Western) were a good
defensive team but they didn't
surprise us," Simpson said. "I
had wide receivers open and I
didn't hit them. I didn't make the
plays."
Spoo added that the players
did not respond well, especially
since the Leathernecks remained
aggressive.
"The loss was a lack of being
on top of things," Spoo said. "We
have to play hard when we are
going against a team that is fighting mad."
Junior linebacker Rodney
Wilson, who finished Saturday's
game with 15 tackles, said penalties also hurt the offense.
"We put the offense in good field
position and we hope the offense
takes advantage of it," Wilson
said. "A few penalties also cost
us in the game."

•ertise
The.it
Eastern
with

~.

Byrd"s Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around
the curve
M-F

6:30- 5:30
Sat 7-12

345-4546
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Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza
with One T-0pping for just
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2nd One Topping
Pizza for Just
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Good 1 Days aWeeton Cany-Out &Delivery
duoogb December 8, 1996 at: Oiarlcston • 909 ISib Sli'Clel

I
:

:

348-7515

:

I
I

Plme present coupon when paying.

I
I

:
:

._

811&.DSltC'IS· 9,9:c !
5-softdough breadsticks with tomato sauce
.

:
I
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MONDAY

99-yard drive drops Eastern 10By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor
Shawn Denzer's punt looked
good.
With 6:34 left in Saturday's game
and Western Illinois reading 3-0,
Eastern's punter placed his kick
perfectly and pinned the
Leathernecks well inside their own
one-yard line.
Eastern was looking for the
defensive stop and good field p0sition in return, but Western came
rlght out of their own end, drove 99
yards, ate up over five minutes of
the remaining time and scored on a
31-yard- touchdown run by Brian
Knuckles to put the Panthers (4-1)
away and help Western (5!11; 'W itS
l ITT 'Wm.
'l
The loss snaps Eastern's 11-game
winning streak at O'Brien Stadium.
Eastern"s last home loss was a 19-7
setback against Northern Iowa Oct.
8, 1994.
Knuckles, the fifth leading rusher
in 1-AA football, had been held in
chect for most of the game, but he
said he knew he would get the ball
on that drive.
"It's exactly what I wanted," he
said. "Coach pretty much told me I
was gonna be running again."
On the 99-yard drive, Knuckles
carried the ball on 10 of Westem's
13 plays. He gained 70 yards

Leatherneck Brian Knuckles (21,
above) is pulled down. Knuckles'
70 yards during We stem's final
drive helped the Leathemec;k.s eat
up the clock and drive 99-yards
for a fourth quarter touchdown to
give Western a 10-0 lead with a
minute and a half to go in the
game.
Photo by Sarah Wong/Associate
photo editor
Eastern kicker Chad Larner
{{f8..1YL 'r".prsJ.~ll..~f.P.rfs.s,in11-,.{lfflt
summea .up ~astern •.r emotions
after the game. Larner had a
chance to tie the game at three in
the third quarter; but his attempt
was short.
Photo by Chet Piotrowski
Jr./Photo editor
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Western quarterback Jeff
Hecklinski said even with the poor
fie\d position, the Leathernecks had
a plan for the drive.
'The situation was that we were

Women's soccer team wins
two, move·to 12-1 on year
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
:While it took an extra 30 minlltes to <to, the women's soccer
team ended up on the winning
side of another soccer game.
The lady hooters scored two
-quick goals in the overtime period against Western Michigan on
Sunday afternoon at Lakeside
Field to come away with a 3-1
non-conference victory over the
Broncos.
"We dominated the whole
game," head coach Steve
Ballard, whose teani has six
games left this year, said after
Sunday's victory. "The only
thing was that we didn't finish on
some of our chances but their
{Western Michigan's) goalkeeper
was outstanding."
·
On Saturday afternoon, the
Panthers cruised by.DePaul with
a 4-0 win at home. The Panthers
are now 12-1 on the season.
Sophomore forward Beth
Aussia struck first for the
~anther~ in the extra session
when sh~ scored on a breakaway
to give the Panthers a 2-1 advantage two minutes into overtime.
Freshman Kelly Gilbert was
credited with the assist.
Less than a minute later,
sophomore Tiffany Bosley, on an
assist by Gilbert, connected on
an insurance goal to giv.e the

' '

The team played
some of the best
soccer they have played
all year. It was a great
effort, and I would have
-never thought of being
12-1."
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great."

With 1:24 to go, Eastern goe
ball back on their own 30-yatifl
fo six plays (all passes 1
Panthers drove 70 yards and s
on a 22-yard toss from qu
Mike Simpson to receiver
Hess-.
The extra point brougltl
Panthers to within three witll
seconds to go, but that was as
as they would come.
Down 3-0 in the third quart.efl
Panthers did have a chance to
but kiclcer Chad Lam~ camti
s~orr brPHis~-¥fti11rrreun

attempt. Larner is r~of-·10 on
goals this season.
Several dropped passeg
missed open receivers ham
the Panther offense, which I
out of sync all day.
Simpson was S-for-(j on the
ing drive for 70 yards, but for
rest of the game he was 9-of-21
75 yards.
''Western just played well; I
cally sucked," Simpson said
didn't play too well today."
The Panther offense did not
well overall. The ground g
gained I09 yards (101.5 y
below the season ave~~ !!!I

pliS'siflgtigruiI~'g~ec1cl~~~

yards below the season average
Also; the seven-poii;it totaI
the lowest output of the season
28.5 wints below the season a

See DRIVE page 11

Offense held to lowest outpu
By BRIAN LESTER
Sp?rts editor
The big question after the
Panther football team's 10-7 setback to the Leathernecks in
Sahirday afternooa·~ non-con·
ference showdown was what
happened to the Panther
offense?

A team that was averaging
just over 440.5 yards per game
in its four games this season was
limited to only 254 yards of
offense on the day.
The same offense had found
the e-n d zone 20_times before
Saturday's g·ame ·agai-n'st
Western, but the _Panthers only
scored once in the game - and

-Steve Ballard
Women's soccer coach
Panthers a 3-1 lead that would
stick. ,.-The Broncos tried to counter
several times with goals of their
own, but the Panther defense
maintained control of the game
to kill any eh~ of a comeback
effort.
It did not look like it was
going to overtime, though, since
the goal by Panther sophomore
Jennifer Cech had the Panthers
up 1-0 29 minutes into the game.
Nevertheless, the Broncos '
finally broke loose in a second
half that- was controlled by the
Panthers to kno~ the game at 1-l .
With 11 minutes lef! in regulation, freshman Julie Samulak
scored by knocking a shot past a
diving Angel Giangiorgi.

just gonna pound the ball away.
Brian made a great run and the
blocked well," he said. "To c
out and get a 99-yard drive and
it down their throats - that

CHET PIOTROWSKVPhoto editor
Eastem's Shawn Denzer punts a ball during Eastern's 10-7 loss to
Western on Saturday afternoon: The Panthers fell to 4-1 on the season
and will host <hfendiltg OVC Clamp Murn:iy Stlife on ~rwlay.

that came with 29 seconds I
in the game when senior w
receiver Tom Hess scorel
make the score 10-7.
Eastern head coach Bob S
whose seventh-ranked team
£4#4\C. P1bit!'t~ fth'i, !fsra'.
offense's1lack fbJ dorilina '
the game was partially due.
the team not being ready for
game.
"We couldn't execute and
team was emotionless out
and when that happens you
in trouble," Spoo said. "
guys were flat and we just
not execute. We had nol
going for us."
On the other hand,
Leatherneck defense pla
stubborn football thr01,igho
game to keep Eastern out of
endzone.
"It is a great job by our de
sive coordinator, and of c
we believed in the defen
Western head coach, wh
25th-ranked team moves to
with the victory, said. "We
foq1s and concentratio8
executed defense properly."
Still, Eastern 's chanc
score put points on the bo
were there . However,
offense just -never got any
going against a We-stern 1
that was giving up just 11 po·
per game.
With 9: 16 left in the ga
the Panthers were on
Western 41-y.rtd line after a
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